
ocated in the Mont-Blanc region of Haute-Savoie, the village of Megève owes its name to its 
location between two rivers, derived from the Celtic words Mag (house) and Eva (water).

Megève immediately impresses visitors with its calm and timeless authenticity. A bewitching charm 
bathes the narrow streets that lead to the village square and the church steeple with its green 
bronze domes. A profusion of little shops and wooden facades conveys a warm conviviality.

Megève has preserved its classic Savoyard architectural heritage favouring the unique style of the 
traditional mountain village. You only need to open your door onto the village to discover its diversity and 
to fall under its spell.

Generally snow-covered and offering an exceptional panorama of the Alpine massif (Mont-Blanc, the 
Chamonix Aiguilles, the Warrens chain, the Aravis chain and Mont Charvin), the 1483-acre site can be 
enjoyed by visitors on skis, snowmobile, sledge or snow shoes. Or they may just admire the huskies or the polo 
players… or simply contemplate the snow-covered mountains from a table on one of the many terraces, 
like the one of l’Alpette Alt.1895.

Megève has something to offer in each of the four seasons. The majestic winter gives way to a wealth of 
discoveries in the summer, another chance to experience many memorable moments.
In summer, one Megève event follows the next…exploring 150 Km of marked walking trails, springs and 
rivers, cultural treasures, little scenes of paradise with moss, waterfalls and white water, the freshness of 
mellow undergrowth and fragrant spruce forests.

Cloaked in orange and gold, the village of Megève puts on a brilliant show in autumn, with an incomparable 
atmosphere of  sport and leisure.  Take advantage of hiking, biking and horse-back riding in this amazing 
setting where nature shines as if on stage.  Fall in Megève is when this authentic village shows its heritage and 
traditions, encouraging each visitor to find their own adventure.  Megève in autumn is truly a magnificent 
way to welcome fall.
There’s no need to look any further for the perfect escape: think, dream and breathe Megève and you 
could become a convert for life.
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The hotel 
49 rooms including 10 suites and 1 “Plénitude” 

suite • “Beef Lodge” restaurant (70 places), 

Michelin Guide (2 “Fourchettes rouges”, 

Gault & Millau Guide (2 “Toques”) • Mountain 

restaurant “L’Alpette Alt.1895” • Table 

d’hôtes “L’Alpage des Fermes de Marie” 

in summer • Wine cellar • “Trapper” bar with 

fireplace • 1 Conference space • Outdoor 

smoking space

Pure Altitude SPA- 500 m2

5 treatment rooms • Indoor pool & outdoor 

pool • 2 saunas • Hammam • Jacuzzi • 

Technogym Fitness room • Relaxation room, 

Sensory light • Ice fountain

services
Clés d’Or Concierge service • Porter • Room 

service • Wi-Fi • Private parking and garage • 

Ski lifts at 200 m • Ski room, equipment and ski 

passes

RATES
• Winter: Rooms from 290 to 790 € and suites 

from 710 to 2.300 € 

• Summer: Rooms from 280 to 490 € and 

suites from 490 to 770 € 

(based on 1 to 2 person occupancy)

Open from December to April & from June 

to September

Coming to Megève
• Airports: Genève-Cointrin (1h),  

  Annecy (1h15), Lyon St-Exupéry (2h)

• SNCF Train stations: Sallanches (15 min), 

Genève TGV (1h), Bellegarde TGV (1h15)
deally located in the heart of a park in the center of Megève just steps from the ski lifts, the 

Lodge Park is a haven of peace...

In turn inspired by the great North, the African savannah or a Scottish manor, the decor 

succeeds as a beautiful and happy harmony...I
A trapper’s snowshoes, gazelle horn 

chandeliers, tables made from immense 

sequoias, Kilim fabrics in joyful ethnic and 

colorful tones, armchairs made of antlers... The 

magic reigns in this setting that seems straight 

out of the adventures book of a great explorer. 

Enjoy a cocktail before dinner on the terrace 

open to nature, nestled under a warm fur 

blanket then get caught up in the whirlwind of 

exciting exchanges and peacefully remake the 

world around a good whiskey. 

Jocelyne Sibuet has unearthed treasures from 

her holidays and of her best outings for this 

Megève hunter’s den, like a travel album of her 

finest discoveries...

The rooms, more lodge than ever, are real 

sanctuaries of serenity where it is delightful 

to relax after a day of intense activity in the 

mountains. Every detail  calls out to dreams 

and restfulness: from the saddle-style leather 

headboard to the soft woven plaid bed covers, 

a  wild and sophisticated bathroom in the 

subtle tones of the Savannah, or a cozy corner 

with a crackling fireplace, the perfect spot for 

warming up and reliving the highlights of the 

day.

At noon in summertime, it’s BBQ party time !  Clients 

in search of convivial moments with friends who 

enjoy barbecue and delicious grilled dishes for 

lunch, will delight in the Lodge Park’s poolside 

BBQ party.

C h I C  t ra p p e r{
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100 rue d’Arly . 74120 Megève - France

+33 (0)4 50 93 05 03 . contact@lodgepark.com .  www.lodgepark.com

ounded and stylish with warm 

tones of red cedar that curve, 

intertwine and separate in the 
Pure Altitude Spa. The Nordic spirit 

is everywhere, from the pool nestled in 

the wood like a huge natural well to 

the Jacuzzi that flows like a bubbling 

spring. This Nordic expedition, offers a 

wealth of sensations letting guests shiver 

with delight in this temple of well-being 

inspired by the fullness of the northern 

landscapes, an expedition in perfect 

symbiosis with nature...
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